LEGEND

ROCK, ACCEPTABLE FOR ITEM 704.06 (crushed stone for sub-base)
ROCK, NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR ITEM 704.06
EXISTING QUARRY

- GRANITE TO DIORITE (light to intermediate igneous rocks)
- AMPHIBOLITE, GABBRO, DIABASE, METADIORITE,
- GREENSTONE, TRAP DIES (basic or dark igneous rocks)
- PERIDOTITE, PYROXENITE, SERPENTINITE (ultra-basic igneous rocks)
- GNEISS
- SCHIST
- QUARTZITE
- DOLOMITE
- MARBLE, LIMESTONE
- SCHISTS, SLATES, PHYLLITES, SHALES, CONGLOMERATES
- IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (refer to data sheets)

SHERBURNET

SCALE 1:3,250
CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 FEET
1978
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